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Reading Week Beginning 
01.03.21

We hope you are all keeping well and 
safe at home 
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Reading Overview 
Week beginning 01.03.21

• This is a PowerPoint explains the different reading strategies that 
your child will need throughout the week.

• It explains the tasks your child will need to do each day.

• All of the documents needed are available on the website.

• Thank you for your hard work and continuing support. Feel free to 
contact any teacher by the following email addresses:

• Miss Sutherland’s email: ksutherland@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• Miss James’ email: mjames@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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Day Task

Monday 

01.03.2021

Read the text Dragon Rider

and answer the ‘Vocabulary’ questions 

Tuesday 

02.03.2021 

Read the text Dragon Rider

and answer the ‘Record and retrieve’ 

questions

Wednesday

03.03.2021 

Read the text Dragon Rider

and answer the ‘Making inferences’ 

questions

Thursday

04.03.2021 

Read the text Dragon Rider

and answer the ‘Forming opinions’ 

questions

Friday

05.02.2021 

Read the text Dragon Rider

and answer the Justify Opinion questions





Reading strategies

• Understanding the meaning of words in context: 

Break the word down   

Substitute the word  

Read around the word 

Imagine the situation 











Reading strategies

• Retrieve and record key details: 

Identify key words in the question

Scan the text for the key words

Select the correct evidence to answer the question





Reading strategies

• Summarise information from more than one paragraph: 





Reading strategies

• Make and justify inferences using evidence from the text: 

Identify key words in the question

Scan the text for the key words

Read around the key words for clues

Imagine the situation





Reading strategies

• Form and justify personal opinions: 

Choose the ‘easy’ answer (the one with the most evidence)

Scan the text for evidence

Point, Evidence, Explain   or   Answer it, Prove it, Explain it

2 points + 1 evidence = full marks







CHAPTER ONE - A New Place and New Friends 

It all looked so familiar to Firedrake. The misty woods outside the entrance to the cave. The 
smell of the sea nearby in the cold morning air. Every leaf and every flower reminded him of 
the Scottish mountains where he had grown up. But Scotland was far away, and so was the Rim 
of Heaven, the valley that the last dragons in this world had called their home for two years 
now. Firedrake turned and looked at the dragon lying behind him on a bed of moss and leaves. 
Slatebeard was the oldest of them all. His wings twitched in his dreams, as if he wanted to 
follow the wild geese crossing the grey sky, but he would soon be setting out on the longest 
flight of all. To the Land of the Moon, as dragons called the place to which only death opened 
the door. Slatebeard was the only one who had stayed behind when the others moved to the 
Rim of Heaven. Even then, the long journey had been too strenuous for him, but thanks to good 
friends he had found a new place to live when the ancient home of the dragons was drowned in 
the waters of a reservoir. 



The cave where Slatebeard slept was not a natural one. A troll had built it, to the instructions 
of human beings who knew exactly what dragons needed. But caves for dragons were not the 
only accommodation to be found here in MÍMAMEIĐR. Trolls, impets, mermaids, dragons – any 
fabulous being could take refuge here, although some guests from the south complained of 
the cold Norwegian winters. MÍMAMEIĐR – Firedrake thought the name sounded as 
mysterious as the creatures who stayed there. They could all find suitable living quarters, and 
those places were all different too. Caves, nests, stables, tiny houses for impets . . . on the 
banks of the nearby fjord, in the surrounding forests, below the meadows that greeted the 
morning sunlight outside, wet with dew. ‘How’s Slatebeard this morning?’ The boy standing at 
the entrance to the cave had just celebrated his fourteenth birthday. His hair was as black as 
a raven’s feathers. His eyes looked out at the world fearlessly and with curiosity, and 
Firedrake would have flown thousands of miles at any time just to see him. 

Ben Greenbloom.



Monday – 01.03.2021
Understanding the meaning of words in context

Read the text. 

Answer the following vocabulary questions

Remember the 4 key strategies to help with understanding the 
meaning of words/phrases in context:

• - Break the word up

• - Substitute the word

• - Read around the word for clues

• - Imagine the situation/imagine yourself in the situation



Task 1. Answer the questions below:

1. What does the word ‘strenuous’ mean? Write a 
definition and a synonym. 

2. What is a ‘reservoir’? 

3. What does the phrase ‘take refuge here’ mean? Can you 
think of another phrase with the same meaning? 

4. What is a ‘fjord’? 

Task 2. Write two sentences using the word ‘strenuous’ and 
two sentences using ‘take refuge’.



Tuesday – 02.03.2021
Retrieve and Record Information

Read the text

Answer the following retrieval questions

• Remember the key steps for retrieving and recording details:

• - Highlight key words in the question

• - Scan the text for key words

• - Select the correct evidence to answer the question



Task 1. Answer the questions below 

1. Which phrase tells you what time of day it is? 

2. What did the dragons call ‘the place to which only death opened the 
door’?

3. Was Slatebeard’s cave natural or artificial? Which phrase tells you 
this? 

4. List 4 creatures which could be found in MÍMAMEIĐR. 

5. Name 4 types of homes for these creatures. 

6. How old was the boy? 

7. What colour was the boy’s hair? 

8. List 2 ways that the boy looked out at the world



Wednesday – 03.03.2021
Summarising a Text 

Read the text
Answer the following summarising questions

• Remember the key steps for summarising information from more 
than one paragraph:

• - Shorter than the text

• - Use your own words

• - Main ideas only



Task 1. Put these events in the order that they happen in 
the text. 

1. Slatebeard stayed behind when others moved 

2. The cave was built by a troll 

3. A boy looks out at the world 

4. Firedrake looked at Slatebeard sleeping 

5. Someone asks Firedrake a question 

6. Slatebeard found a new place to live

7. Firedrake looked at the entrance to the cave 

8. Mysterious creatures lived in caves, nests and stables 

Task 2. Write a short summary of what has happened in 
the extract. 



Thursday – 04.03.2021
Making Inferences 

Read the text. 
Answer the following inferences questions

Remember the key strategies for making inferences:

• - Highlight key words in the question

• - Scan the text for key words

• - Read around the key words for clues

• - Imagine the situation/imagine yourself in the situation 



1. Task 1. Answer the questions. 

2. Does Firedrake know his surroundings well? 

3. Does Firedrake feel at home in MÍMAMEIĐR? 

4. Do humans and dragons get on well? How do you know? Give 
2 reasons from the text. 

5. Does Firedrake know much about the other creatures in 
MÍMAMEIĐR? How do you know? 

6. Copy a phrase which tells you that Firedrake and Ben are 
close friends. 



Friday – 05.03.2021
Forming and justifying opinions 

Read the text. 
Answer the following questions

Remember the key strategies for forming and justifying opinions:

• - Choose the ‘easy answer’ (the one with the most evidence)

• - Point, Evidence and Explain (P.E.E.)

• - 2 x Points, 1 x Evidence and explain = Full marks



Read the text carefully. 

PREDICTION SKILLS: 

● Use my own ideas 

● Use ideas from other texts that I have read 

● Back up my ideas with evidence from the text 

Task 1. What do you think will happen next in the story? Write a 
paragraph predicting the next part of the story, using evidence from the 
text to back up your ideas.


